




Study of the Dynamic Behavior of High Damping Rubber Bearing 
表補T 青木徹彦tt青山和嵩T
Yong YUAN， Tetsuhiko AOKI and Kazutaka Aoyama 
Abstract High-damping rubber isolators (HDR isolators) have become to be generally used for bridges 
as effective devices to enhance the seismic resistance as well as lead rubber isolators (LRB). 
However， the dynamic characteristics of the HDR have not always been clarified so far 
because of its scatter nature and the luck of reliable test data. In this study， new type HDR 
isolators are tested dynamically in several different conditions. The difference by the order of 
test giving the magnitude of shear strain is also discussed. 












































































































O. 1Hz、 0.3Hz、 0.5Hzを各1体ごとに与えた。これらじと値も文献
















































































吋FケI ， I ， I 






















































































































































































S H (i) = H rnax (i) -H rnax (i + 1) (4) 
Hrnax (n) = Hrnax (日x(半竺)(n >1) ゆ
l-f 





























上七、 初F頁 10C九 175出 25C覧
公比r 0.679 O. 735 0.617 
O. 1Hz 
初項b 49.26 64.88 156.09 
公比r 0.658 O. 726 0.613 
0.3Hz 
初項b 65.74 84.05 181. 37 
公比r 0.631 0.678 0.564 
0.5Hz 













Sk (i) = K(i) -K(i十1)
1 _(n-l) 
K(n) = K(1)同bx(二τ Lー )(n >1) 
l-f 
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比、初~頁 100'弘 175見 250% 
公比r 0.670 0.712 0.617 
O. 1Hz 
初項b 0.41 0.30 O. 52 
公比r 0.636 0.671 0.613 
O. 3Hz 
初項b 0.54 0.40 0.60 
公比r O. 584 0.629 0.564 
O. 5Hz 
初項b O. 71 O. 53 O. 76 
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6 5 4 3 
回数
(a) 0.1 Hz 
2 -1も無限回
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